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We INVENTED the dermatoscope 30 years ago. NOW we’ve done it AGAIN.
It goes without saying that we’ve got something up our sleeve for our anniversary. Something big. And something small too. Would you like to hear about what we’ve planned?

The new HEINE DELTA 30 and the new DELTAone.
Both are brand-new, take a technological step into the future and can also be used digitally with the exclusive HEINE DERM app or in combination with the HEINE Cube System*.

The new HEINE DELTA 30.
Confidence in diagnosis with our most precise imaging.
› Largest field of view of real 30 mm (lens 32 mm)
› Crystal-clear image with the new achromatic HEINE optical system
› Fast change from contact- to non-contact examination
› Ergonomic handling thanks to angled product design
› Excellent colour rendering due to LEDHQ
› Digital documentation with the exclusive HEINE DERM app or the HEINE Cube System*

The new HEINE DELTAone.
Uniting diagnostic precision and mobility.
› Fits into any pocket
› Crystal-clear image with the new achromatic HEINE optical system
› Fast change from contact- to non-contact examination
› Excellent colour rendering due to LEDHQ
› Glare-free and non-reflective working conditions thanks to polarisation
› Digital documentation with the exclusive HEINE DERM app or the HEINE Cube System*

Find out more about the new HEINE DELTA 30 high-end dermatoscope and the mobile marvel HEINE DELTAone on pages 091 and 092.

*Not available in all countries.
WHAT else is NEW?

Also for the coming year, we’d like to present the further innovations and changes, both concerning the products and the catalogue, to you in advance.
Everything with a handle.

In future, we’ll always show you our diagnostic instruments in their complete configurations, i.e. with a handle. To make the ordering process even easier, we’ve put together an extremely wide variety of sets (product complete with accessories and (carrying) case) and kits (product without carrying case). You’ll see that our solutions leave nothing to be desired.

Instrument heads, chargers or rechargeable batteries are naturally still available separately.

🌟 Starred.

To make it easier for you to find what you’re looking for, our top sellers and recommended purchases are marked with an orange star and an orange article number.

The dermatology app is even smarter.

To celebrate the year and the 30th anniversary of our invention of the first dermatoscope, we’ve also improved the app for our dermatoscopes, enriched it with new functions and simplified the handling and menu navigation.

Videos on using the new DELTA 30 and DELTAone Dermatoscopes.

Because moving images simply make more of a difference, we’ve made an image video for our two latest additions and three different tutorial videos for each of them. Here, we explain how to use the new dermatoscopes. Clear explanations are also provided for the two apps for digital documentation with the iPhone* and the Cube System**.

Here you will find QR codes that take you directly to the videos. Alternatively, you’ll find them on the website in the respective product section and under Service & Support.

---

*The Apple iPhone is not included in the scope of delivery. Apple, the Apple logo and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.

**Not available in all countries.